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Market News
Shares of FSN E-Commerce Ventures,

trader's focus amid ongoing China's

which operates Nykaa, recorded two

COVID

block trades on Friday in which around

economic outlooks," said Tina Teng,

54.2 million shares, or 1.9 percent

an analyst at CMC Markets.

stake in the company, changed hands,
according to Bloomberg. Details of the
buyers and sellers were yet to be
known.

curbs

and

gloomy

global

Bikaji Foods International: Bikaji Foods
International to make a debut on
November 16. The country's third
largest ethnic snacks company will

The stock opened sharply higher after

make its grand debut on the bourses

the block deal. It gained as much as 4

on November 16. The issue price has

percent to Rs 192.75 a share.

been fixed at Rs 300 per share.

Oil prices fell for a second day in early

Bikaji Foods

Asian trade on Thursday as concerns
over geopolitical tensions eased and
rising numbers of COVID-19 cases in
China added to demand worries in the
world's largest crude importer.

cents, or 0.7%, to $92.24 a barrel by
GMT.

U.S.

West

performance on November 16 -- its
debut day -- despite consolidation in
broader markets. The stock settled with
nearly 24 percent gains.

Brent crude futures dropped by 62
0110

Global Health shares staged a strong

Texas

Intermediate (WTI) crude futures fell
65 cents, or 0.8%, to $84.94 a barrel.

The volume was very high given its first
day on the bourses. It traded with a
volume of 4.93 crore equity shares on
the NSE and 22.55 lakh shares on the
BSE."India’s inflation will be on a

Brent dropped by 1.1% and WTI

downward trend, which will continue

declined by 1.5% on Wednesday after

further but until early 2023, inflation will

Russian oil shipments via the Druzhba

be outside RBI's comfort zone of under

pipeline to Hungary restarted.

6 percent," said Pradeep Gupta, Co-

"Crude oil fell after NATO cleared
Russia's missile attack on Poland,
while demand concerns (are) back to
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Market Technical

Nifty Spot in Last Week:As we saw the Price Movement in Nifty Spot in last week that In Upside is 18442.15
in Downside 18209.80.

NIFTY WEEKLY CHART

BANKNIFTY WEEKLY CHART

Nifty Spot in Upcoming Week:Nifty up side strong supply zone 18450 to 18550 down side strong demand zone 18000
to 17800.

Bank Nifty in Upcoming week:Banknifty up side strong supply zone 42600 to 42800 down side strong demand zone
41300 to 41000.

Recommendation for next week
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Commodity Market

COPPER:- buy in deep with sl 660 up side target
730 possibility.

CRUDEOIL:- Investors can sell on rise with sl
7150 down side target 6200-6000 possibility.

.
SILVER:- Investors can buy in deep with stop loss
60000 up side target will be 62500 if close aove this
level then 69000 possibility.

GOLD:- Investors can sell on rise with stop loss 53100
up side target will be 52000 possibility.
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Currency Market (Cash Levels)
USDINR:- Investors can sell on rise 82.00 TO 82.50
range with sl 82.80 down side target 80.15 possibility,
Investors can buy in deep around 80.15 with stop loss of
79.70 up side target will be 82.00 possibility.

GBPINR: - Investors can sell on rise 98.00 to
99.00 range with sl 101.50 down side target
95.00 possibility, Investors can buy in deep
around 95.00 with stop loss of 94.00 up side
target will be 98.00 to 99.00 possibility.

EURINR:- Investors can sell on rise 86.00 to 87.00
range with sl 87.80 down side target 83.00 possibility,
Investors can buy in deep around 83.00 with stop loss
of 81.00 up side target will be 86.00 possibility.

JPYINR:-

Investors can sell on rise 60.00 to 61.00
range with sl 61.70 down side target 56.00 possibility,
Investors can buy in deep around 56.00 level with stop loss
of 54.00 up side target will be 60.00 to 61.00 possibility.

.
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Currency Corner

Premium / Discount
(USD/ INR) Based on
Forward Rates

Duration
One
month
Forward
Three
month
Forward
Six
month
One year

Premium
0.17

0.44

0.85
1.65
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RBI reference Rates

Currency

Rates

USD

81.63

GBP

97.19

Euro

84.77

100 Yen

58.53
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Lessons Investors can learn from Rahul Dravid’s cricket Part:2

It is important to understand that making money from investment is not only the
function of intelligence. Many of the behavioral aspects like Focus, Discipline etc
play important role in determining the investing success. In this regard, Mr. Saurabh
Mukherjea shows what to learn from Rahul Dravid’s cricket. The article is taken from
The Economic Times
(https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/lessons-investorscan-learn-from-rahul-dravids-cricket/articleshow/80381050.cms)

As the years went by and as Dravid rose up the cricketing pantheon, his mental
conditioning techniques were perfected to a high level of proficiency.

Vijeta, Rahul Dravid’s wife recollects, that around 2006-07:

When we began to travel with the kids… we made sure we got two rooms, next to
each other. The day before every match, the boys were told that their father had to
be left alone for a while, and he was. He would go into his room and meditate or
maybe to do a few visualization exercises. On the morning of the game, he would get
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up and do another session of meditation before leaving for the ground. I have tried
meditation myself and I know that the zone Rahul is able to get into as quickly as he
does takes a lot of years of training to reach.”

The sum total of everything we have discussed so far allows you to visualise not just
a supremely skilful cricketer, but also one whose mental conditioning has given him
enormous reserves of mental strength. Dravid himself pulled the entire construct
together in an interview he did for Cricinfo editor Sambit Bal in 2004:

I try to have as many nets as possible in the last couple of days before the match.
When I feel comfortable with my game, I stop. Then I start thinking about the match.
I look at the wicket. I try to analyse the kind of bowlers I will be playing, their strengths
and weaknesses. I replay in my mind the memories of my last encounter with them. I
look at videos if they’re available. If a bowler got me out last time, I try to think about
how I got out, what mistake I committed. And I do my best to b e in a relaxed state of
mind, because that’s when I play at my desk. I try to slow things down a couple of
days before the game. I have long lunches, do things in an unhurried way. The
morning of the match, I always get up a couple of hours before we have to get to the
ground, so that I have plenty of time to get ready. I take my time to have a bath, wear
my clothes, eat breakfast. I never rush things...”

In addition, as his career progressed, David sought feedback from peers and
introspected on his to understand his weaknesses. Then he figured out technical
solutions to these weaknesses using his cricketing intelligence and then spent
hundreds of hours at the nets fixing these issues.
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Finally, he implemented these technical fixes in live cricket matches against high
quality opposition.

John Wright, the coach of Indian team from 2000-05, noted this before most other
people:

He never made the same mistake twice. He learnt hugely in one-day cricket – which
probably was an area he had to work at a little bit more than others. He had been
dropped from the Indian One-Day team and then went on to come back and have a
very good World Cup [in 2003]… He had all the shots, but he worked hard at turning
the strike over, getting the singles, and dropping the ball on the on side, when you
normally might put it on the off side. At the start, people would try to slow him down,
but then he worked out a way so they couldn’t do that.”

In the published material that is available on Rahul Dravid, this case study – of how
Dravid sorted out his One-Day cricket batting – is covered in some detail. This ability
- to understand and acknowledge one’s weaknesses, then to figure out a solution and
finally to have the mental strength required to implement the fix in front of a global
audience – is very rare.
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It is unlikely that this suite of characteristics can be coached into a person; you need
the said individual to have the curiosity and the mindset to grow in this fashion.

Dravid had that growth mindset from an early age.

Greg Chappell, who was India’s coach for much of Dravid’s tenure as captain of the
Indian team from 2005-07, said:

Rahul is an avid reader, who reads in the search of knowledge with which to improve

himself. He is a like a child in that he constantly asks questions and then asks why
when you give him an answer. In that way, he was eminently coachable. He could
take concepts and turn them into action because of his intelligence and a strong belief
in his ability.”

Dravid’s wife, Vijeta, says even if he had a bad on the cricket field, his growth mindset
would help him bounce back:

At the end of the day’s play, he may be thinking about it, his batting may bother him…
but at that point he can compartmentalise his life very well. He won’t order room
service or brood indoors. He would rather go out, find something to do: go to a movie
or watch musicals – which he loves. He will walk out to the sea or go to the
bookstores.”

As in Test cricket, so in investing, the most successful investors are those who not only
work on their technical skillset but also think deeply about the underlying workings
of great companies. Such investors are then able to see the companies in a way that
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nobody else can; in specific these investors are able to gain insights into the
functioning of these companies that no one else has.

Furthermore, by introspecting and by reviewing their previous investment decisions,
such investors are able to identify deficiencies in their investment toolset.

Then, Dravid-like these investors proceed to identify remedies to their deficiencies.
The greatest investors, like the greatest Test cricketers, are a combination of strong
technical skills combined with a growth mindset.

Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this column are that of the writer. The facts and
opinions expressed here do not reflect our idea
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